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10”
vinyl

100% LEAD-FREE MATERIAL
RECORD  PRESSING

$3.34 $2.94BLACK
STOCK COLOR Transparent: 
PMS COLOR MIX or WHITE
2-COLOR SPLIT/SWIRL/HAZE- Stock Colors
2-COLOR SPLIT/SWIRL/HAZE- PMS Colors
3-COLOR SPLIT/SWIRL/HAZE- Stock Colors
3-COLOR SPLIT or BLEND- PMS Colors
SPLATTER CLEAR BASE + 1 - Stock color splatter 

*NOTE: Custom colors can be created by mixing different colors together. We cannot guaruntee a perfect match however will do our 
best to come as close as possible. No orders under 100 pieces. 

$3.99 $3.59
$4.24 $3.74

$4.65 $4.15
$4.85 $4.35
$6.36 $5.86
$6.36 $5.86
$6.36 $5.86

           500   1000+

-Our Stock Transparent Colors are: Red, Green, Blue, Non-Metallic Gold, and Clear.  Other no mix colors available, call for price. 

RECORD TYPE:

Additional splatter color 10¢ per stock color & 15¢ per PMS color
*some restrictions may apply 

LACQUER FROM CD, WAV or AIFF files (per side)...........................................$210.00

TEST PRESSINGS -Black 4 peices............................................................................$90.00
Extra tests .........................................................................................................$4.00 each

EXTRA  STAMPERS
per side...............................................................................................................................$87.00

 - 1 set of stampers for every 1000 records is required. 

Erika Records is NOT responsible for problems occurring from client supplied lacquers. If Erika Records is responsible for 
damages, recuts must be done at Erika Records at no charge to  customer. No exceptions. 

Additional stampers requred for all color records,  specialty records, and changes in record weight.

LACQUER & METAL PARTS

2  STEP  PROCESSING - Mother & Stamper - limited (per side)........................................$190.00

OR
3  STEP  PROCESSING - Father, Mother & Stamper -(per side).........................................$265.00
NOTE: 3 step processing recommended for larger quantity pressings, 3000+ records

Turn time for 10” records is longer than standard turn- call for details

LABELS per set LABEL SIZE: 4” DIAMETER Other label charges: 
-Plain white labels- 15¢ per side

*1-color and 2-color pricing is based on stock color inks on white 
backgound. SEE COLOR CHART.

-1-color also includes BLACK IMPRINT only on stock color ink 
background, various colors available. SEE OUR COLOR CHART. 

-PMS color charge up to 2-colors is $40 if not on COLOR CHART.

-For Non-standad: Metallic or Neon color add $60 per color. 

Center labels must be printed in house. No exceptions. 

NOTE: Labels are subjected to high temperature during manufacturing, 
and this may cause colors to vary slightly, often “yellowing” l ighter colors. 
Also note that PMS inks that contin more than 50% white wil l turn more 
yellow when heated as part of the production process. -RECORDS WITHOUT CENTER LABELS ADDITIONAL $0.30 each

Note: Erika Records does not accept outside print.

QTY
500

1000
2000

 3000+

1-COLOR*
$0.39
$0.25
$0.19
$0.17

2-COLOR**
$0.49
$0.28
$0.23
$0.21

4-COLOR
$0.69
$0.43
$0.32
$0.27
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PACKAGING
1 Record into Standard Jacket: No Charge

Additional records into jacket: 10¢ each 
*Note: only 1 record allowed in single disc jacket, no 
exceptions. 

Handling Tip On or Gatefold Jacket: 5¢ each 
-For insertion into other specialty jackets call for quote.

STICKERING: Must be on roll and to our specs. 

Automated Stickering: 15¢ each
Manual Stickering: 25¢ each
*includes clear background stickers, barcodes, large sizes, etc. 

For specialty packaging for items such as box 
sets, booklet insert, extra large stickers, etc. call for 
quote. 

Records in Dustsleeves Only: 10¢ each
Black Standard Dustsleeves:   39¢ each 
White Polylined Dustsleeves:  35¢ each 
Black Polylined Dustsleeves:  58¢ each

Insertion (1 page or DL card): 10¢ each 

Insertion into Gatefold/Tip on Jacket: 15¢ each

Shrinkwrap (standard): 22¢ each

Shrinkwrap Gatefold, Tip On, or Widespine: 25¢ each

SET UP CHARGES FOR
QTYS BETWEEN 100 - 499

Black $195     Stock Color $225     PMS Color or White $235     2-Color $275     3-color $315       Splatter $315 


